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Take a trip to learn about popular toys through the ages

Time for Toys 

Standing near the library entrance, you think about where to go first. 
The librarian stops to ask you about your favorite toy. You talk about 
the new video game you just played with a friend. It was awesome! 
The librarian asks: What do you think kids played with in the past? 
Seeing that you’re stumped, the librarian directs you to the histo-
ry section. You walk past books about famous leaders, major world 
events, and ancient civilizations. Then, you spot it: a book about toys!

Early Toys

Archaeologists—people who study ancient objects—don’t know a 
lot about early toys. This is because it can be difficult to understand 
how an ancient object was used. Was it a toy, or was it a special object 
used in religious ceremonies?

But some objects definitely look like toys. Take, for example, the 
ancient spinning disk from southwestern France. The disk was en-
graved and attached to a string on its sides. The front of the disk 
showed an animal in one position. The back showed the same ani-
mal in a different position. If the disk was spun superfast, the animal 
looked like it was moving! The object is similar to a popular toy called 
a thaumatrope, which Victorian children played with in the 1800s. 

Discovering Dolls

Dolls are some of the oldest known toys. Evidence from ancient Egyp-
tian tombs shows that kids there played with dolls 4,000 years ago.
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Yo-Yos for All

The earliest known reference to toys is about the yo-yo. A Greek 
painting from roughly 2,500 years ago shows a boy playing with the 
toy. A description of the toy said it was made with wood, metal, and 
terra-cotta disks. 

People might have used these 
disks as a religious offering 
when their children grew up. But 
historians aren’t sure where or 
when the yo-yo was first made. 
It could have been in China or 
the Philippines. 

DID YOU KNOW?

Astronauts on board 
the 1985 Discovery 
space shuttle brought 
yo-yos with them.

Ancient Chancay dolls from Cusco, Peru

Evidence from ancient Egyptian tombs shows that kids there played 
with dolls 4,000 years ago. They played with paddle dolls, shaped like 
modern pingpong paddles and made from flat pieces of wood. The 
wood was usually painted with designs, with straw and other nat-
ural materials added to make hair. The oldest American dolls were 
crafted by Pueblo peoples. Called katsina dolls, they were made of 
wood and had religious significance, representing the spirits of their 
Hopi ancestors.
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The Birth of LEGO

We all know about the plastic 
interlocking LEGO bricks. But 
did you know that the company 
started as a woodworking shop? 
Today’s LEGO bricks took shape 
after World War II, when plastic was cheaper. That’s when the Dan-
ish company got the innovative idea to explore plastic toys. Using a 
new machine to mold the plastic, the company introduced its first 
LEGO set in 1949. At the time, they were called Automatic Binding 
Bricks. Nowadays, LEGO is beginning to replace plastic with mate-
rials that are better for the environment, like plant-based materials 
and recycled plastic.

FU N FACT

The name LEGO is an 
abbreviation for the Danish 
words meaning “play well.”

Lot of colorful rainbow toy bricks

King Louis the XVII of France played with one, and children in me-
dieval times enjoyed yo-yos, too. The simple toy has stood the test of 
time. Today, people still have fun learning the “walk the dog” trick!


